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Analysis of Dynamic Intelligent Network
Security System
Adesh Kumar and Vijay Maheshawari
Abstract- Firewall and IPS (Intrusion Prevention System) do
packet filtering as compare with the filtering rules that set up at
security policies. This thesis presents dynamic new plans to
decrease by harm malice traffic for strengthening network security.
It is the ways which designed in thesis. 1) The bypass passage that,
first of all, is an enemy of authenticated packet at external routing.
2) Attack detection of an external router. 3) Bandwidth expansion.
4) It is attack information delivery to connected security system. 5)
A generation of a filter. 6) Filtering rules setup of IPS and Firewall
7) Dynamic update of blocking filter 8 ) Dynamic network security
system formation.
Proposed intelligent connection of IPS watched the existing
firewall and a disadvantage of an invasion detection system that
was used in order to prevent an attack of a hacker, and to have seen
them in order to solve a problem.
Keywords: DDoS, Firewall, Hacker Attack, IPS, Network
Security

1. INTRODUCTION
What is a Hacker? Many journalists and writers have been
fooled into using the word hacker to describe crackers.
These are people (mainly adolescent males) who get a kick out
of breaking into computers [1]. Kevin Mitnick [2] who was a
hacker was arrested by 1995 FBI to suspicion to have stolen
software and all kinds of data etc. from as penetrated into
a computer network.
Security measures about an attack of hackers seem to be
paradox of a window and a shield, and it is to develop an
early security book to prevent if a form of a new attack of a
hacker is grasped. An attack of the hacker who let you
damage is attacking DoS(Denial of Service) Attacks using
Nameservers in 2000, Code Red II, Nimda in 2001, MS
SQL Server slammer in 2002, Blaster in 2003, and
W32/Novarg.A, NetSky in 2004 [3] exploit for a
vulnerability in phpBB's in 2005 [4]. exploitation of a
vulnerability in the way Microsoft Internet Explorer in
2006 [5].
An attack of a hacker caused network traffic, and
penetrated illegally into a network computer system, and to
be serious over the whole worlds. There are firewall [6]
and HIDS, NIDS [7] and Viruswall [8] like Fig.1. in the
existing network security system. Firewall does an
invasion interception as installed in gateway of an inner
network. Be installed in an inner network, and HIDS,
NIDS does intrusion detection. Viruswall cures computer
Virus of a host and a network.
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Fig.1. The existing network security system.

The existing Firewall the following disadvantage exists.
1) There is not a defense book about dynamic attacks such as
DoS, the Worm which used large packet etc., or response is
late. 2) Investigate a header of packet only, and Payload
does not investigate it. 3) Proxy Service of Application
Level cause bottleneck phenomenon of packets, and
communication performance delay at gateway. The existing
IDS the following disadvantage exists. 1) Misuse Detection
is difficult about an unknown attack pattern. 2) Detection
misjudgment ratio is high in case of Anomaly Detection
about short length packet [9].
3) There is a little the protective operation which is
aggressive after intrusion detection.
Study of this paper will be studied Intelligent Connection
of Network Security System overcoming these disadvantages.
And it is composed to a boundary part of external, internal
of a network and security systems for invasion prevention
to be located in gateway and an internal network like
IPS(Intrusion Prevention System) [10].

2. RELATED WORK
I study an attack by generations of the hacker who is the
related study that cared for proposed security systems.
more than. Was infringed from attacks of 5 th generations of
hackers at recent 6th generations, and consider it to
analysis data through the results and Data Base.
A hacker makes a computer virus through a computer and
networks in order to attack the target object. An attack of a
hacker and a computer virus try to be divided by
generations. 1th
generation used Primitive Virus, 2 th
generation used Encryption Virus, 3 th generation used
Stealth Virus, 4 th generation used Armour Virus.
While 5 th generations circulate it so that use Worm
Virus, and viral oneself is duplicated through other
network and systems large by intention of an invader did it
so as to attack it. This attack is a Code Red v.2 attack like a
DoS attack. Propagation of Code-Red Worm used
weakness point of Windows index server, and scattered.
Buffer overflow of Remote existed in a Microsoft IIS web
server version, and was known at that time. Hacker
generated Code-Red Worm, and used this weakness
point.2001 years started an attack, and international server
more than 359,000 was infected by attacks through 2001.
July 19. Code-Red II. Worm through July 12. Code-Red
I. Worm. Therefore caused economic assumed loss more
than 2,600 million dollars, and avoid same with star
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statistics national ten high ranks [11].
The A which is a hacker is control to Master through attack
commands, adjust Agents, and adjust Reflectors, and attack
the target server which becomes to a short time, and the back
jockey agents do it according to commands. Cause explosive
increase traffic, and attack target server is hard to be equal to
traffic, and network service makes discontinuance it like
these results.
Let hacker come off an answer to be delivered to hosts to
attack as deal with an answer about an accessed
connection SYN request from attack object server, and the
DDoS attack server of a dependency host attacks a
departure of network traffic. And attack it of the N:N
which an invader is not exposed to even if I chase it.
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intelligent connection IPS generates three 2.5 Gbps
phosphorus 7.5 Gbps background traffic and 2.5 Gbps
traffic getting a SYN flooding attack and DDoS attacks
and infection of a Slammer computer virus done to normal
MPEG stream.
Evaluated residual bandwidth of an experiment network as
analyzed the performance experiment results. Were
proposed, and before start of intelligent connection IPS
minimized an influence to reach to the experiment results as
reset a firewall system for a test.
A host assumes with one state during permission,
infection, 3 state of a movement in simulation experiment.
Get infection done for the first time, and the start steps
other hosts are all converted with permission state as they
select voluntarily a host of external. Copy a computer
virus on other host whom an address was generated
voluntarily, and a infected host transmits it by a speed of a
total circuit.
The results of an experiment network show to a chart
between time and packet process ratios as analyze
relationship.

4. PERFORMANCE AND EVALUATION
EXPERMENT

4.1 Invasion Prevention
Attack of a Hacker
Fig.2. Traffic ratio

Fig.2. showed network traffic by ports from 01/04/2005 to
19/01/2006. The section which was above displayed of a
graph is network traffic along an attack. An attack of the
current hacker will be made progress to 6 th generations at
5 th g enerations. Also, use a low-ranking infection system
in the state that expose status of an invader, and do not get
through a Command union and hacking by hacking
Programming, and attack target. A hacking technique is
converted in automation ways at manual operation ways,
and is mobilizing the way how explosive increases
expansion and harmful traffic by a threat about Internet
network serviceability.

3. INTELLIGENT CONNECTION OF NETWORK
SECURITY

Experiment

about

an

A hacker executes it at arbitrary hosts of external for SYN
flooding attacks to have been made as use an address to
have been forged. SYN flooding attack used The Regents of
the University of California [13]. Send the IP address packet
which deceive a client, and was forged to a network.
Network Neighborhood executed it for experiment through
direct communication lines.
Hacker used Stacheldraht Tool in order to attack DDos.
Also, a hacker brings down a command to Master, and
induction gets in a moment the server which target becomes
to 1 Gbps packet traffic through Agents and Reflectors
attacked it.
A Figure 4 is the attack packets which analyzed to the
Network Protocol Analyzer Etheral version0.99.0.[14]

Fig.3. Structure of intelligent connection of network
security systems

Fig.3. assumed the network simulation model that
network traffic joined an experiment network to have
appeared through 1Gbps router the front of internal
network and 10 Gbps router which were external router
and internal server were connected of 1Gbps router. The
external network system that was used so as to verify

Fig 4. attack packets analyzed to the Etheral version0.99.0
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Packet size viral Slammer Worm did it with 376 bytes.
Infection delay time did it so as to transmit it after
reproductions toward a secondary infection host as played
assumption by 0.1 second the beginning [15]. If reinfection
by other computer viruses reproduced works, infected host
should not exchange an infection action. A traffic generator
sends Slammer packet to a traffic analyzer about Slammer
computer viruses in order to evaluate efficiency.
A generator sends it to the destination address which was
selected voluntarily. Assumed increase about radio waves of
a Slammer computer virus according to medical charge time
of infected hosts in order to analyze the attack detection,
analyses and security policy renewal, an influence of
invasion prevention. And were independent, and selected
voluntarily the non infected host, and faced the host selected
each time of infection process particularly whether or not
were by infection tested it.
Fig.5. appeared to what an attack began, and was proposed
through SYN flooding within two seconds, and an attack by
systems was cut off. Caused a DDoS attack, and in 13
seconds sections of a hacker Fig.4. got you through
explosive increasing traffic of 1Gbs about target server of
internal.

Fig 5. Protective graphs at intelligent connection of
network security system

But invasion prevention system to be connected to router,
firewall to IPS showed the results that had prevented an
attack of DDoS, and 14 seconds sections cut off malicious
traffic, and prevented an invasion. Also, the results value
graph dynamically normalization got traffic of a network
done like the output ratio that used a Slammer computer
virus.
Fig.6. were proposed, and a continuous 4th line shows
residual bandwidth in internal networks of intelligent
connection of IPS. That is, attacked it, and detected it as
grasped actively an attack of a hacker, and publicized to
intelligent connection system. The traffic which was a
computer virus by invasion blocking and invasion
prevention was done away with an interception, and
appeared to what can preserve the majority of bandwidth
permitted through algorithm of an invasion prevention
security rule.
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\Fig.-6 Protective operation about a Slammer virus attack.
5. CONCLUSION
I studied it with an attack of 5 households and 6 households
that was an attack tendency of a recent hacker and
investigation about the damage at thesis. Proposed
intelligent connection of IPS at papers watched the existing
firewall and a disadvantage of an invasion detection system
that was used in order to prevent an attack of a hacker, and
to have seen them in order to solve a problem.
It is the ways which designed at these papers. 1) The bypass
passage that, first of all, is an enemy of authenticated packet
at external routing. 2) Attack detection of an external router.
3) Bandwidth expansion. 4) It is attack information delivery
to connected security system. 5) A generation of a filter. 6)
Filtering rules setup of IPS and Firewall 7) Dynamic update
of blocking filter 8) Dynamic network security system
formation. Were designed as proposed, and reset used a
possible process, and imposed firewall of external and
internal router and switching devices and gateway, and
intelligent connection of IPS detected attack packet and
service, and installed blocking filter and the IPS which
prevented in an internal network.
Executed a SYN flooding attack and a DDoS attack and a
Slammer attack to attack traffic of 1 Gbs in speeds wire
10Gbs in performance experiment. Cut off a SYN flooding
attack, and the results that they attacked it, and they
executed, the security system that proposed it DDoS attack
and Slammer attack did a blocking.
If an attack was detected, these results enlarged bandwidth
through reset of L4, L7 switching devices at router. Public
information about attack information was performed
dynamically, and generated a filter of intelligent filtering
algorithm, and dynamic renewal and Up-date were
executed.
As a result, packet by attacks of a hacker was drop, and
traffic was decreased, and ensured the residual bandwidth
which was normal of internal and traffic of an external
network besides normal packet. Improved a traffic delay,
and therefore intelligent connection of IPS appeared as
improved the existing invasion blocking and a disadvantage
of an invasion detection system.
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